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Nowadays, computers are frequently equipped with peripherals that transfer great 
amounts of data between them and the system memory using direct memory access 
techniques (i.e., digital cameras, high speed networks, . . . ). Those peripherals prevent the 
processor from accessing system memory for significant periods of time (i.e., while they 
are communicating with system memory in order to send or receive data blocks). In this 
paper we study the negative effects that I/O operations from computer peripherals have on 
processor performance. With the help of a set of routines (SMPL) used to make discrete 
event simulators, we have developed a configurable software that simulates a computer 
processor and main memory as well as the I/O scenarios where the periph-erals operate. 
This software has been used to analyze the performance of four different processors in four 
I/O scenarios: video capture, video capture and playback, high speed network, and serial 
transmission.

Keywords: Direct memory access; input/output; performance; real time; superscalar 
processors.

1. Introduction

In a few years processor architecture has experimented a great advance. After 
sequential processors pipeline processors1 were designed and then superscalar, 
superpipeline2,3 and VLIW4,5 processors. Furthermore, instruction sets have 
evolved with the development of new processor architectures and these facts have 
lead to the Reduced Instruction Set Computers (RISC) processors.6,7
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On the other hand, I/O devices have evolved in order to get faster so as 

not to penalize computer performance. Furthermore, new system buses8–10 have 
been developed, with a higher bandwidth in order to improve data transfer speeds 
among computer devices (processor, memory, and I/O peripherals). Memories11 

and caches2,4,12 have evolved too. Finally, technological advances will allow to incre-
ment the complexity of the chip and its working frequency. Thus, there exist several 
research lines dedicated to the design of complex uniprocessor architectures,13 as 
trace, multiscalar and datascalar processors.

However, the influence of I/O device operations on processor performance is 
not so studied, although there is some research work done about it.14,15 Thus, as 
peripherals become faster and are able to transfer large blocks of data directly to 
system memory, the influence of I/O operations on processor performance gets more 
importance and thus, it must be seriously analyzed.

Thus, in order to study this negative effect, we will develop two simulation 
programs.16 The first one (processor and system memory simulator) will be con-
figured with a set of typical parameters for each type of processor. The second one 
generates a set of I/O scenarios for the different processor and system memory mod-
els selected. Then, once the sample code fragment have been chosen, the simulation 
result will depend on two variables: the processor type and the I/O scenario used.

2. Simulator Design

At present, there exist many simulators and simulation languages. The election 
of the most suitable,17 as its properties fit the nature of the system to model, is 
an important decision that can ease in a great manner the latter work, includ-
ing the obtaining of results. Whereas a simulation or a general purpose language 
allows to develop any necessary tool (though it takes a long time and requires some 
experience), a simulator looks like a box with different tools, some of them more 
flexible than others. However, the flexibility of a simulator is not as great as that 
of a simulation language, though the first option allows to save a great amount of 
development time.

We have chosen the simulation language SMPL,18 which is a set of C functions 
used to build discrete event simulators. First, this type of simulation seems to be the 
most suitable than continuous simulation due to the nature of the system to model, 
based on synchronous sequential circuits (main processor, DMA controllers, and 
peripherals), where the time unit is the clock cycle. There also exist processor sim-
ulators that are more recent and have many interesting features, as SimpleScalar,19 

HASE,20 RSIM,21 POWER RISC,22 or CASTLE.23 However, many of them do not 
allow to include external elements to the processor, and the simulators that allow 
it (as SimpleScalar, HASE, and RSIM) do not include peripheral modeling, whose 
behavior must be simulated in order to analyze the influence of their I/O operations 
on the system processor performance, which is the objective of our study. Finally, 
SMPL complies with an important number of requirements that are relevant in
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order to choose a simulator or a simulation language17 and recommend its use, as
flexibility and ease of use, portability, simulation tracing, optional interactive mode,
random number generator, statistical facilities, independent replication generator,
report generator, and an acceptable documentation.

Once the simulation tool has been chosen, we must define the processor model
that will be implemented by the simulator to develop by using SMPL. Figure 1
shows the basic processor structure: it is a sliding window superscalar 32-bit RISC
processor with an instruction cache, a nonblocking data cache and a branch target
buffer. The only restriction is static scheduling. We have chosen this option as a
starting point, as present work is only a first step in the study of the influence of I/O
operations on processor performance. Furthermore, there exists a lot of embedded
systems based on processors with static scheduling.24,25

Figure 2 shows a hierarchical diagram with the most important modules of
the processor and system memory simulator.16 This diagram reflects the modeled
processor internal architecture. inidata ( ) function initializes all the simulator
data structures, readfiles ( ) function reads the files with the sample program
assembler code, the memory block trace (corresponding to a concrete I/O scenario
and generated by the I/O subsystem simulator) and the instruction issue patterns,
respectively. pipeline ( ) function request system processor, main memory, and
cache parameters, initializes SMPL facilities and starts the execution of the sim-
ulation loop. Finally, main ( ) function shows the simulation results: the number
of instructions executed, the total simulation time, the instruction execution mean
time and, if requested by user, the timetable corresponding to the instruction stream
execution, generated by chrono ( ) function.

ID stage ( ) issues n instructions in a cycle from the instruction queue to the
respective functional units according to the instruction issue patterns, the absence
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Fig. 1. Processor structure.
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Fig. 2. Processor and system memory simulator diagram.

of data dependences for every instruction to be issued on the ones that are already
being executed and the absence of a structural stall, which prevents an instruction
from being issued. This function calls another four (src st( ), dest ld( ), src reg( ),
and src brc( )) in order to check that the current instruction to be issued has no
Read-After-Write (RAW) or Write-After-Write (WAW) data dependences on any
issued instruction that is being executed.

An essential aspect to consider when modeling a processor architecture consists
of exception handling.4,26 In one of the proposed I/O scenarios (serial transmission),
the I/O peripheral (serial port) must interrupt the processor at certain moments.
When our processor model detects that a peripheral is requesting an interrupt
(IRQ), it stops issuing sample program instructions until the interrupt has been
handled. Meanwhile, since the sample program point of view, the instruction queue
output remains blocked, whereas those of its instructions that were already issued
are finishing their execution. Thus, from the IRQ detection to the completion of the
interrupt treatment, we assume that the instructions of the peripheral Interrupt
Service Routine (ISR) are being executed and so they are passing through the
different processor pipeline stages.

The simulator software source code16 mainly consists of the SMPL functions file
(smpl.c)18 and two C files named simpipe.c and auxpipe.c. The second of this
two files is a set of auxiliary functions used by the main file.
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In relation to the sample program for the experiments, we have chosen the code
fragment corresponding to the key step in gaussian elimination.4 As this code uses
double precision variables, it is commonly named DAXPY because of the arithmetic
operations that it performs.

i = 0;

do {
y[i] = a * x[i] + y[i];

i++;

} while (i < 1000);

For our purposes, we use a generic RISC assembler which is loosely based on
the DLX assembler.4 In the assembler version of DAXPY loop, the END pseudoin-
struction finishes program execution once it has left the processor ID phase and the
previous instructions have completed their execution. The STP pseudoinstruction
blocks the arrival of more instructions to the processor ID phase and it is used in
order to prevent nonexisting instructions from being executed, as they are not part
of the sample program.

0 SUB R0, R0, R0 ; i = 0

1 LD R1, 0(R0) ; R1 = #08
2 LD R2, 50(R0) ; R2 = #8000

3 LDF F0, 100(R0) ; F0 = a

4 LDF F1, 8000(R0) ; F1 = x[i]

5 LDF F2, 16000(R0) ; F2 = y[i]

6 MULF F1, F1, F0 ; F1 = a * x[i]

7 ADDF F2, F1, F2 ; F2 = F1 + y[i]

8 STF 16000(R0), F2 ; y[i] = F2

9 ADD R0, R0, R1 ; i++

10 SUB R2, R2, R0 ; R2 = #8000 - i

11 BRC R2, 4 ; jump if i < #8000

12 END ; psinstr: end of program

13 STP ; psinstr: stops ID phase

14 NOP ; no operation

As our simulator models a processor with static scheduling, we have unrolled
and reordered the loop instructions in order to eliminate data dependences and
increase the amount of parallelism between instructions in each iteration.4 These
dependences decrease processor performance in such a way that the results obtained
are not valid in order to extract conclusions about them.

In order to choose the different input parameters which will define the processor
model for the simulations, we have selected a set of typical values after reviewing
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the features of various well-known processors.27–29 These parameters are as 
follows.

• Frequency of operation: 1 GHz.
• System memory access time: 5 ns for a SDRAM at 200MHz.11

• Probabilities for a hit on instruction and data caches: 0.9 for the instruction cache
and 0.85 for the data cache.4,30

• Line size for the instruction cache: 32 bytes (eight 32-bit instructions).28,29

• Parameter for the normal distribution that generates data cache line numbers:
500 for the mean and 250 for the variance. We consider that a data cache line is
32 bytes long28,29 and that the two vectors of the sample program have both a
size of 1000 double precision (64 bits) real elements.

• Number of consecutive misses for the data cache without blocking: four is an
acceptable value.4,27

• Instruction queue size: 32 bytes (capacity for eight 32-bit instructions).28

• Latency of floating point units.4,27,29 Addition (ADDF): 3’o clocks. Product
(MULF): 6’o clocks. Division (DIVF): 21’o clocks.

• Latency of memory access units: One’o clock for calculating the access effective
address and another clock for accessing the data cache.4,29

Finally, we have chosen four types of processors for the performance of the
experiments. Thus, for each I/O scenario four results will be obtained, one for each
processor type.

• 4-issue superscalar processor with infinite resources: 12 FP addition units (12
ADDF), 24 FP product units (24 MULF), eight memory access units (8 MEM)
and four integer units (4 EX).

• 4-issue superscalar processor with limited resources: six FP addition units (6
ADDF), 12 FP product units (12 MULF), four memory access units (4 MEM)
and two integer units (2 EX).

• 2-issue superscalar processor with infinite resources: six floating point (FP) addi-
tion units (6 ADDF), 12 FP product units (12 MULF), four memory access units
(4 MEM) and two integer units (2 EX).

• 2-issue superscalar processor with limited resources: three FP addition units (3
ADDF), six FP product units (6 MULF), two memory access units (2 MEM)
and one integer unit (1 EX).

3. Scenario Design

In this section, we will treat all the questions related to the I/O scenarios where our
processor model will execute the sample program instructions (of course, we mean
a simulated execution). These scenarios will complete the system to simulate, as
processor access to main memory will be blocked during the data transfers among
the I/O scenario peripherals and the memory. The I/O scenario generator software
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Fig. 3. I/O subsystem simulator diagram.

is provided with the selected scenario parameters, so it generates a memory block
trace and, optionally, an interrupt trace if there exist peripherals that must warn
the processor about events related to their operation using IRQs.

Figure 3 shows the I/O subsystem simulator diagram. main ( ) function ini-
tializes all the program data structures (simulation timetable, memory block, and
interrupt traces). Then, it requests the trace file name and the simulation time.
Next, chooscen ( ) function requests the user to choose the specific scenario to
simulate as well as its parameters. The simulation loop resides in simulate ( ) func-
tion, which generates the different events related to peripheral operations. These
events make the simulation to advance.

Finally, mark( ) function is called by simulate ( ) function in order to register
the initial and the final instants of each memory block and each interrupt in the
data structure that supports the traces. serial ( ) auxiliary function only supplies
the time taken by a byte to arrive to the serial port. The writing of the memory
block and the interrupt traces is performed by write file ( ) function and the
presentation on the monitor of the simulation timetable is carried out by chrono
( ) function. The execution of the latter two functions is optional, depending on
whether the user wants to verify an I/O scenario simulation or to generate sample
traces to use in the experiments.

The I/O scenarios in which the processor and system memory simulator will
“execute” the sample program are: video capture, video capture and playback,
high speed network, and serial transmission.

• Video capture: A digital video camera sends frames in high definition format
(HDTV)31 to a computer through a channel with an adequate bandwidth (IEEE
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bus 1394).32 As frame data arrives to main memory they are stored into the
system hard disk. General scenario attributes are as follows.

— Frame resolution is 1920× 1080 pixels and it has a 24 bits color.
— Vertical frequency is 60 frames/s.
— Hard disk read/write rate is 20Mbytes/s.33

— The camera adapter and the hard disk controller are both connected to the
system through a 66MHz. PCI bus with a 64-bit data bus size.

• Video capture and playback: It is similar to previous scenario with the only dif-
ference that there is an additional peripheral. When a data block arrives to main
memory from the camera adapter, it is sent to the hard disk buffer and also to
the video adapter buffer in order to achieve real time playback. We assume that
the video adapter is also connected to the system through a 66MHz. PCI bus
with a 64-bit data bus size.

• High speed network: A remote computer sends information to our system through
an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network.34 As previous scenarios, the
system uses the IEEE 1394 bus to communicate with other devices (i.e., video
player/recorder, digital camera, . . . ), since it is a cheaper connection than the
ATM network. Thus, there exists an ATM/IEEE 1394 bridge32 that connects the
network to the bus. As data blocks arrive to main memory, they are stored into
the system hard disk. General scenario attributes are as follows.

— ATM network transfer rate is 155Mbits/s.
— Hard disk read/write rate is 20Mbytes/s.
— The IEEE 1394 adapter and the hard disk controller are both connected to

the system through a 66MHz. PCI bus with a 64-bit data bus size.

• Serial transmission: The system continuously receives bytes through a serial port.
Every time a data block of a certain size has completely arrived to the main
memory, it is written into the hard disk. General scenario attributes are as follows.

— The serial port is an ISA device which has a small FIFO buffer and receives
data at 56Kbits/s.35

— When a byte arrives to the serial port, this one requests an interrupt. In the
ISR the processor requests the data and the Host/PCI bridge also requests
it to the PCI/ISA bridge, which effectively accesses the serial port. Once the
PCI/ISA bridge has provided the data to the Host/PCI bridge by means of a
delayed transaction,8 then the latter bridge supplies it to the processor using
a delayed response.28

— Hard disk read/write rate is 20Mbytes/s.
— The hard disk controller is connected to the system through a 66MHz. PCI

bus with a 64-bit data bus size.
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4. Analysis of Results

Let X1, X2, . . . , XN be the results obtained from various simulation experiments.
The parameters that are normally interesting are the mean: (i) and the variance
(ii). If N is high enough, the results of Eqs. (1) and (2) are approximately equal
to the really important parameters: the expected value of X (3) and its second
moment, respectively.

X̄ =
1
N

N∑

i=1

Xi , (1)

S2 =
1

N − 1

N∑

i=1

(Xi − X̄)2 , (2)

µ = lim
n→∞ E(Xn) . (3)

As Xi values are approximately normally distributed when N is high enough, a
confidence interval for the estimated value by X̄ is given by Eq. (4), where tα/2,n−1

is the value that leaves the (α/2 ∗ 100) percent of the t-Student’s distribution area
on the left. Thus, P [X̄ − H ≤ µ ≤ X̄ − H ] is equal to the confidence level (1 − α)
for the interval.

H = tα/2,N−1
S

N1/2
. (4)

However, the samples (Xi) obtained from the experiments must be independent
and identically distributed for the confidence interval calculated in Eq. (4) to be
valid. We may use one of the following two methods,36 which are also easy to apply.

The batch means method divides an execution in various blocks so the means
obtained for each block are approximately independent. However, the means cal-
culated in this way are not strictly independent and furthermore, estimating the
necessary duration for each block is difficult.37 On the other hand, the replica-
tion method is the simplest one and it is correct as replications are independent
whenever the seed of the random number generator functions is different in each
replication.

We have chosen the second method for our experiments as it seems the most
suitable, resource availability is enough and execution times are not too high. Each
experiment will consist of a temporal simulation of a 500 000 000 instruction execu-
tion from the sample program. As the processor model frequency is 1GHz, we will
consider that the selected amount of instructions is statistically significant. For each
experiment we will make ten executions (replications) and we will state an accuracy
of 10% with a confidence interval of 95%. If the desired accuracy were not achieved
for an experiment, the corresponding execution lengths would be increased.

Experiment results16 (instruction execution mean times) are shown in Table 1.
For each processor, the video capture and playback scenario is the most aggressive
for processor performance whereas the serial transmission scenario is the least,
as it was predictable. Furthermore, the processor that gives the best result in
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Table 1. Instruction execution mean times (processor clock cycles).

Processor Ideal Capt. and play Capture Network Serial

4-issue 0.6032 0.8736 0.8123 0.6944 0.6146
4-issue and hazards 0.6311 0.8848 0.8237 0.7061 0.6370

2-issue 0.8631 1.3994 1.3047 1.1203 0.9556
2-issue and hazards 0.9861 1.4433 1.3540 1.1851 1.0317

Table 2. Slow downs (%).

Processor Capt. and play Capture Network Serial

4-issue 144.8 134.7 115.1 101.9
4-issue and hazards 140.2 130.5 111.9 100.9
2-issue 162.1 151.2 129.8 110.7
2-issue and hazards 146.4 137.3 120.2 104.6

each column is the 4-issue superscalar one with infinite resources (without struc-
tural hazards), whereas the 2-issue processor with limited resources gives the worst
performance.

Table 2 shows the slow downs (i.e., the quotients between the instruction exe-
cution mean time for the sample program in each I/O scenario and the instruction
execution mean time without system memory hazards due to I/O device opera-
tions) for each processor and I/O scenario. For processors with infinite resources
(odd rows of Table 2), the analytical expression of the slow downs correspond to
Eq. (5), where TID is the instruction execution mean time for each processor in the
ideal case (see the corresponding column in Table 1) and TES is a different time for
each processor and I/O scenario, which stands for the penalization due to system
memory hazards because of peripheral I/O operations and must be added to the
ideal time (TID).

S1 =
TID + TES

TID
× 100 . (5)

In the case of the two processors with limited resources, we must consider the
additional time taken, in an average term, by each instruction in executing due to
the structural hazards (TBE). The slow downs experimented by these processors
(even rows in Table 2) respect to the ideal case (absence of system memory hazards
due to I/O operations) should be expressed by Eq. (6), as the penalization due to
the structural hazards (TBE) must be added to both terms of the quotient stated
in the equation.

S2 =
TID + TBE + TES

TID + TBE
× 100 . (6)

However, the calculated results from applying Eq. (6) for the two processors
with limited resources are only approximations to the slow downs in the even rows
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Table 3. Errors (processor clock cycles).

Processor Capt. and play Capture Network Serial

4-issue and hazards 0.0167 0.0165 0.0162 0.0055
2-issue and hazards 0.0791 0.0737 0.0582 0.0469

  B B B B B B B B B B B B
 B B B B B B B B B B D D D D D

C

16 (LDF)  F D M M W 
17 (LDF)  F D M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M M W 
18 (LDF) F D D M M W 
19 (LDF) F D D D D M M W
20 (MULF)   F F D D E E E E E E W 
21 (MULF)   F F F F D E E E E E E W 
22 (MULF)   F F D E E E E E E W 
23 (MULF) F D E E E E E E W 
24 (MULF)   F D E E E E E E W 
25 (MULF)   F D E E E E E E W 
26 (MULF) F D D D E E E E E E W
27 (MULF) F D D D D E E E E E E W 
28 (ADD)   F F F D E W
29 (ADDF)   F F F F D E E E W 
30 (ADDF)   F D E E E W 
31 (ADDF) F D E E E W 
32 (ADDF)   F D D E E E W 
33 (ADDF)   F D D E E E W 
34 (ADDF)  F F D D E E E 
35 (ADDF)  F F D D D E E 
36 (ADDF)   F F D E E 
37 (SUB)   F F F D E 
38 (STF)  F D M 
39 (STF)  F D 
40 (STF)  F F 
41 (STF) F 

Fig. 4. Example instruction execution timetable.

of Table 2. Table 3 shows the error in each scenario between the expected value for
the instruction execution mean time (TID +TBE+TES) and the corresponding value
obtained by simulation, for the two processors with limited resources (even rows
in Table 1). The reason of these errors is due to the overlapping of structural haz-
ards with system memory blocks due to I/O operations, as the instruction stream
keeps on executing until it stalls if a memory block remains so much time. Thus,
penalization due to structural hazards (TBE) results reduced.

Figure 4 shows an example instruction execution timetable where some struc-
tural stalls (in bold type) overlap with a memory block (first row of “B”). It is a
simplified fragment (the instruction queue is not considered) of the sample program
execution in the 2-issue superscalar processor with limited resources. A cache miss
(“C”) is generated when instruction 17 tries to access the data cache and there-
fore the system memory must be accessed. However, the access to the memory is
blocked since a device is using it in a data transfer. Once the device has finished
its transfer, the data cache controller can access the system memory (row of five
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“D”) and instruction 17 completes its execution. Instructions 23 and 24 cannot be 
fetched simultaneously since they are in different lines in the instruction cache and 
the same occurs with instructions (31 and 32) and (39 and 40). Finally, a data 
stall (ID phase of instruction 34 typed in italics) exists as instruction 34 cannot be 
issued until instruction 17 has completed its memory access.

Thus, Eq. (7) shows the analytical expression for the errors consigned in Table 3, 
calculated as the difference between the expected value for the instruction execution 
mean time (TID + TBE + TES) for each processor with limited resources and each 
scenario, and the corresponding values obtained by simulation in the even rows of 
Table 1 (TID + R ∗ TBE + TES). Thus, a reduction factor R is used to denote the 
moderation of the penalization due to structural hazards, as the resolution of part 
of them overlaps with system memory blocks due to peripheral I/O operations, 
which give place to the penalization denoted TES.

E = (TID + TBE + TES) − (TID + R × TBE + TES) = (1 − R) × TBE . (7)

Finally, Eq. (8) states the corrected analytical expression for the slow downs
in Table 2 for the 2-issue and 4-issue superscalar processors with limited resources
(even rows). The mean reduction factor for the four scenarios is similar in both
cases: for the 2-issue processor it is equal to 0.51 and for the 4-issue processor it
is equal to 0.47. Thus, the penalization due to structural hazards (TBE) in both
processors is approximately reduced to the half, as the resolution of part of these
blocks overlaps in time with the system memory blocks due to peripheral I/O
operations.

S3 =
TID + R × TBE + TES

TID + TBE
× 100 . (8)

5. Conclusions

(1) A simulation software has been designed in order to study the influence of
peripheral I/O operations on processor performance.

(2) This software has been used to analyze the performance of four different pro-
cessors in four I/O scenarios (video capture, video capture and playback, high
speed network, and serial transmission).

6. Future Research Lines

(1) Enhance the simulator functionality in order to study the influence of I/O
operations on processors with dynamic scheduling.

(2) Develop a methodology for designing code optimizers that not only consider the
processor architecture but also system I/O devices and the influence of their
operations on code execution.
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